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Abstract—The privacy of users has rapidly become one of
the most pervasive and stringent requirements in distributed
computing. Designing and implementing privacy-preserving
distributed systems, however, is challenging since these systems
also have to fulfill seemingly conflicting security properties
and system requirements: e.g., authorization and accountability
require some form of user authentication and session management necessarily involves some form of user tracking.
In this work, we present a solution based on declarative
design. The core component of our framework is a logic-based
declarative API for data processing that exports methods to
conveniently specify the system architecture and the intended
security properties, and conceals the cryptographic realization.
Invisible to the programmer, the implementation of this API
relies on a powerful combination of digital signatures, noninteractive zero-knowledge proofs of knowledge, pseudonyms,
and reputation lists. We formally proved that the cryptographic
implementation enforces the security properties expressed in
the declarative specification.
The systems produced by our framework enjoy interoperability and open-endedness: they can easily be extended to
offer new services and cryptographic data can be shared and
processed by different services, without requiring any extra
bootstrapping phase or interaction among parties.
We implemented the API in Java and conducted an experimental evaluation to demonstrate the practicality of our
approach.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Respecting the privacy of user data is rapidly becoming a
crucial, and often compulsory, requirement for virtually any
distributed infrastructure. Media are increasing awareness
of privacy issues and the legal landscape appears to be
shifting towards a model that promotes consumer control
over personal data and imposes stringent requirements on
the treatment of such data by third parties.
There is an increasing consensus that privacy and data protection should be embedded throughout the entire life cycle
of technologies, from the early design stage to their deployment, as opposed to be achieved through ad-hoc add-ons.
This concept, known as privacy by design [1], has recently
been supported by the Federal Trade Commission [2] and
the European Commission [3]. Making privacy a cornerstone
in the design phase promises, among the other benefits, a
smooth integration of privacy enhancing technologies in the
overall system architecture, which avoids expensive retrofits
or unnecessary tradeoffs between functionality and user
privacy, flexibility in the choice of the privacy policies, and

the possibility to give customers control over the usage and
collection of their personal data.
At present, however, there is no standardized and
generally applicable methodology for designing privacypreserving distributed systems. This has led to a variety
of solutions, whose heterogeneity hinders the interoperability of independently developed systems and whose ad-hoc
and rigid nature makes system extensions and refinements
prohibitive. A general-purpose design methodology would
have the potential to dramatically change the landscape,
promising better robustness, flexibility, and interoperability.
Developing such a methodology is challenging for three
fundamental reasons.
Security versus privacy. A generally applicable design
methodology for privacy-preserving distributed systems requires the development of sophisticated and carefully designed cryptographic protocols to reconcile the privacy of
users with other seemingly contradictory security requirements, such as authorization policies and accountability, or
system functionalities, such as linkability of user actions
(e.g., to implement pay-per-usage or access-only-once policies). How to make sure that the principal trying to access
a sensitive resource is authorized if this principal is not
willing to share any personal identifying information? How
to link user actions without jeopardizing the privacy of
users? How to hold misbehaving users accountable for their
actions without compromising the privacy of honest users?
General applicability and efficiency. The cryptographic
realization should guarantee all the aforementioned security
guarantees without putting restrictions or assumptions on
the structure of the system (e.g., the presence of a TTP)
and without hampering the system performance (e.g., by
requiring additional bootstrapping phases or interactions
among parties). Furthermore, the cryptographic framework
should allow for the extension of the system with new
components (open-endedness) and the sharing of data among
them (interoperability).
Sound and convenient development workflow. Finally,
developing a generally applicable and efficient cryptographic
infrastructure is not enough. Implementing distributed programs based on advanced cryptographic schemes is highly
error-prone, as witnessed by the number of attacks on largely
deployed cryptographic protocol implementations (see, e.g.,

[4], [5]), and typically requires a strong cryptographic expertise, which may easily go beyond the background of the
average programmer. We believe that it is of paramount
importance to provide the system developer with programming abstractions that are conveniently integrated in the
usual workflow and allow her to concentrate on the system
structure and on the desired security properties, ignoring the
details of the cryptographic realization.
A. Overview of our Framework
In this work, we present a new approach for the declarative specification and automated synthesis of privacypreserving distributed systems.
Declarative API. The system is specified in a regular
programming language, which we equip with a logic-based,
declarative API for data processing. This API hides the cryptographic details and allows the programmer to conveniently
specify the overall system architecture and a variety of security requirements such as authorization, privacy, controlled
linkability, and accountability. The API is expressive enough
to implement, for instance, anonymous webs of trust [6] and
privacy-preserving distributed social networks [7].
Intuitively, authorization policies are formalized by logical
formulas, and authorization credentials as well as any other
information exchanged by parties are expressed as proofs
of validity of logical formulas (e.g., an access credential released by B to A is expressed as a proof of B says Auth(A)).
Proofs can be manipulated, e.g., by existentially quantifying
sensitive arguments, thus capturing privacy requirements,
and by combining them in conjunctive form with other
proofs (e.g., after receiving the access credential, A can
produce a proof of ∃x. B says Auth(x) ∧ x says Access(r)
to access resource r anonymously).
We rely on service-specific pseudonyms (SSPs) to enable
controlled linkability of user actions without revealing user
identities. In a nutshell, SSPs are pseudonyms (i.e., they
are bound to their owner and they protect her identity)
with two service-oriented properties: uniqueness, i.e., each
user has exactly one pseudonym for each service, and
unlinkability, i.e., it is not possible to link the pseudonyms
deployed by a user for different services. In other words,
service-specific pseudonyms provide intra-service linkability
and inter-service unlinkability of user actions. Revealing
the pseudonym suffices to count and impose a limit on
the number of access requests from the same user within
a service, without necessarily revealing her identity and
without tracking users across different services (e.g., A can
send B a proof of ∃x. B says Auth(x) ∧ x says Access(r) ∧
SSP(x, s, psd ), where s is the service and psd is A’s
pseudonym for s).
Accountability is enforced by reputation lists, which are
maintained by service providers and bind user pseudonyms
to scores: using membership (or non-membership) proofs,
users can prove whether or not a pseudonym belongs to a

certain list and, if so, claim the corresponding score. For
instance, assume that access requests are granted in service
s only to users who are listed in L with a score of at least
5: A can send B a proof of ∃x, y, z. B says Auth(x) ∧
x says Access(r) ∧ SSP(x, s, psd ) ∧ SSP(x, s 0 , y) ∧ (y, z) ∈
L ∧ z ≥ 5. SSP-based reputation lists constitute an effective
way to ban misbehaving users from the system or to reward
well-behaving ones without revealing their identities. We
finally show how to extend our architecture with an identity
escrow protocol, which allows an escrow agent to reveal the
identity of misbehaving users.
Cryptographic library. Authorization credentials are
realized by automorphic signatures [8] and existentially
quantified logical formulas by Groth-Sahai zero-knowledge
proofs [9]. We developed new protocols for service-specific
pseudonyms and identity escrow that are compatible with
Groth-Sahai zero-knowledge proofs.
Our cryptographic framework is generally applicable,
since it does not make assumptions on the system architecture, does not involve any TTP (except for the optional
one responsible for identity escrow), and does not require
any extra bootstrapping phase or interaction among parties.
Thanks to the malleability properties of the zero-knowledge
scheme, the systems produced by our framework can be
easily extended to offer new services (open-endedness) and
independently developed systems can interoperate and share
data with each other (interoperability). We are not aware of
any existing cryptographic infrastructure that supports all the
aforementioned security properties and system requirements.
Soundness results. We deploy a security type system
for cryptographic implementations [10] to prove that the
cryptographic realization enforces the authorization policies
specified by the programmer even in an adversarial setting.
Furthermore, we provide security proofs for the cryptographic schemes introduced in this paper, including proofs
of anonymity for service-specific pseudonyms and for the
identity escrow protocol.
B. Our Contributions
To summarize, in this work we present:
• a declarative API for data processing, which supports
authorization, privacy, controlled linkability, and accountability;
• a cryptographic realization of the data processing primitives, which includes new cryptographic protocols for
controlled linkability and accountability;
• soundness results for the cryptographic realization of
the API;
• a Java implementation of our framework which we use
to develop a prototypical lecture evaluation system;
• and an experimental evaluation to assess the computational overhead of our cryptographic realization.

Outline. The remainder of this paper is organized as
follows. Section II introduces the declarative API and Section III details the cryptographic realization thereof. Section IV proves the security of the cryptographic primitives
introduced in this paper. Section V formally establishes the
connection between logical formulas and zero-knowledge
proofs. Section VI overviews the implementation of our
framework in Java and Section VII presents the performance
evaluation. Section VIII discusses the related work. Section IX concludes and gives directions for future research.
The long version of this paper is available online [11].
II. D ECLARATIVE API
This section introduces our security-oriented, declarative
API for the design of distributed systems. For easing the
presentation and the formulation of the soundness results,
we instantiate the API in ML. We remark, however, that the
API is language-independent and can easily be implemented
in any other programming language.
Inspired by prior work on information logics for distributed systems [12], [13], the programming abstraction
we propose represents the information known to principals
as logical formulas and the messages exchanged by parties
as validity proofs for logical formulas. Our framework is
independent of the choice of the logic: we just assume the
presence of the “says” modality that binds logical formulas
to principals and is a common ingredient of existing authorization logics, such as SecPal [14], Aura [15], and BL [16].
Table I illustrates the methods composing our API, along
with the respective functional types. We describe these
methods below, classifying them according to the security
property they capture.
A. Authorization
Example 1. As a running example, we design a collaborative platform that combines two services. In the first
service, a patient receives a certificate from the doctor
attesting her visit and including additional information such
as the date of the visit and the results of the examination.
In the second service, the patient uses this information to
evaluate her attending doctor on a rating platform such as
Healthgrades [17]. We assume the following authorization
policy for the rating platform RevSys that allows a patient
to evaluate only her treating doctors:

the hospital Hosp, and an attestation of Alice’s visit, i.e.,
a proof for the formula Hosp says IsDoc(Doc, PI Doc ) ∧
Doc says Visit(Alice, date, results). To express her opinion happy about the doctor, Alice submits a validity
proof for the formula Doc says Visit(Alice, date, results) ∧
Pat says Rating(happy).
Each user u has two identifiers: a private one of type
uid that is used to refer to the principal executing a certain
piece of code, and a public one of type uidpub that is used to
refer to other principals. The function mkId takes as input
a string, e.g., the name, and returns a pair of private and
public identifiers.
The function mkSays y f takes the private identifier y
of the user running the code, a formula f , and returns a
validity proof for the predicate x says f , where x is the
public identifier corresponding to y.
The API provides methods to manipulate proofs, which
is crucial for the expressiveness of our framework. The
function mk∧ takes as input a proof of f1 and a proof of f2 ,
and returns a proof of f1 ∧ f2 . This function, as well as the
other API functions, raises an exception if the input is not
of the expected form (in this case, a pair of validity proofs).
Conversely, the function split∧ takes a proof of f1 ∧ f2 , and
returns a proof of f1 and a proof of f2 . The function mk∨
takes as input a proof of f1 and a formula of the form f1 ∨f2
or f2 ∨ f1 , and returns a proof of the specified disjunctive
statement. Due to our cryptographic implementation, the
construction of a disjunction is only possible if the hide
function has not been applied to the input proof yet, i.e.,
no argument is existentially quantified (see Section III). The
function extractForm takes as input a proof and returns the
corresponding formula. Finally, the function verify takes as
input a proof and a formula, and checks that the former is
a proof of the latter.
Example 2. The code for the patient is shown below:

(1)

(s.1) let Pat xPat yPat xHosp xDoc xPI Doc xresults xdate
(s.2)
xopinion xaddr Pat xaddr RevSys =
(s.3)
let c = listen
 xaddr Pat ; let y = recv c;

xHosp says IsDoc(xDoc , xPI Doc ) ∧
(s.4)
if verify y
then
xDoc says Visit(xPat , xdate , xresults )
(s.5)
let (pf IsDoc , pf Visit ) = split∧ y;
(s.6)
let pf s = mkSays yPat Rating(xopinion );
(s.7)
let pf = mk∧ pf Visit pf s ;
(s.8)
let c0 = connect xaddr RevSys ; send pf c0

Formulas are encoded as terms of the language (in ML, using
data-type constructors): for the sake of readability, here and
throughout the paper we use the standard logical notation.
In the first service, the doctor Doc provides a validity proof
of his medical license for the patient Alice, vouched for by

The code is concise and self-explanatory: the patient
receives a proof for the attestation of her visit from the
doctor and constructs the rating proof. She combines the
proof of her visit (obtained by splitting the proof received
by the doctor apart) and the rating proof in conjunctive form.
Finally, she sends the resulting proof to the rating platform.
The communication functions such as listen are the standard
communication primitives available in any language.

∀Pat, Doc, subject, results, date, opinion.
Doc says Visit(Pat, date, results) ∧
Pat says Rating(opinion)
=⇒ Rated(Doc, opinion)

mkId : string → uid ∗ uidpub
mkSays : x : uid → f : formula → proof
mk∧ : proof ∗ proof → proof
split∧ : proof → proof ∗ proof
mk∨ : proof → formula → proof
extractForm : p : proof → formula
verify : p : proof → f : formula → bool
hide : proof → formula → proof
mkSSP : x : uid → s : string → proof
mkLM : x : pseudo → b : string → ` : list → proof
mkLNM : x : pseudo → ` : list → proof
mkREL : f : formula → proof
mkIDRev : proof → s : string → proof

create a fresh pair of identifiers
make proof of y says f , y : uidpub corresponds to x
make conjunctive proof
split conjunctive proof
make disjunctive proof
return description of statement for p
verify that p is a proof of f
hide witnesses from a proof
make proof of SSP(y, s, psd ), y : uidpub corresponds to x
make proof of (x, b) ∈ `
/`
make proof of (x, ) ∈
make proof of relation f
make identity escrow proof for the service s

Table I: High-level interface functions.

B. Privacy
The function hide allows for hiding sensitive arguments,
which, as originally proposed by Maffei and Pecina [18],
can be logically captured by existential quantification. This
function takes as input a proof of f and a formula f 0
obtained from f by existentially quantifying some of the
arguments, and it returns a proof of f 0 .
Example 3. The doctor certainly does not want the patient
to know her personal identification number PI Doc . Hence,
she sends a proof in which this particular information is
hidden. This changes the call to verify:
...


∃wPI Doc .
xHosp says IsDoc(xDoc , wPI Doc ) ∧  then
if verify y 
xDoc says Visit(xPat , xdate , xresults )
...


Additionally, the patient might desire to submit her evaluation anonymously. She can do so by existentially quantifying
her identity, the results, and the date, which is achieved by
the following piece of code:
...




∃wPat , wresults , wdate .
let pf 0 = hide pf  xDoc says Visit(wPat , wdate , wresults )  ;
∧ wPat says Rating(xopinion )
...

where pf is the proof produced in line (s.7) of the code
shown in Example 2. This proof suffices to convince the
rating platform of the patient’s evaluation for the doctor
Doc and, from a logical perspective, to entail the predicate
Rating(Doc, opinion).
C. Controlled Linkability
The previous example suggests that hiding the identity
of users may hinder the enforcement of meaningful authorization policies. For instance, in order to avoid biased
results, we would like to make sure that patients cannot
submit more than one evaluation. In general, there may be
the need for the service provider to link the actions of the
users, which should be achieved without making user actions

linkable across different services. We rely on service-specific
pseudonyms (SSPs) to achieve this goal: each user can create
at most one valid SSP per service, which provides intraservice linkability, while her pseudonyms cannot be linked
and tracked across different services, which provides interservice unlinkability. Since SSPs hide the identity of their
owner, they can be revealed; a simple comparison suffices
to determine whether the user behind a given pseudonym
is using a service for the first time or not. Notice that
the service structure determines the degree of unlinkability
offered to each user: increasing the number of services (e.g.,
by splitting a service) limits the tracking of user actions and
provides stronger unlinkability guarantees.
The function mkSSP takes as input the private user
identifier y and the service identifier s, and it returns a proof
of the predicate SSP(x, s, psd ), which states that psd is the
pseudonym for the public identifier x and the service s.
Example 4. We set the service structure so as to reflect
doctor specializations. Assume that the doctor who visited
the patient is an internist. Then the patient can extend the
proof pf produced in Example 2 to accommodate both
privacy and linkability requirements as follows:
...
let pf ssp = mkSSP yPat xInternist ;
let s = extractForm pf ssp ;
match s with SSP(xPat , xInternist , xpsd ) →
let pf ∧ = mk∧ pf pf ssp ;


∃wPat , wresults , wdate .
says Visit(wPat , wdate , wresults ) 
 x
let pf 0 = hide pf  Doc
;
∧ wPat says Rating(xopinion )
∧ SSP(wPat , xInternist , xpsd )
···

Notice that the existential quantification binds all occurrences of the patient identifier, including the one in the
SSP predicate. The rating platform can discard multiple
evaluations by simply checking the pseudonyms conveyed
by each proof.

D. Accountability
SSPs are designed to prevent the tracking of users across
different services. In many applications, however, it is desirable to ban misbehaving users from the whole system
or to reward well-behaving ones. We use reputation lists
to achieve this kind of accountability requirements without
disclosing user identities.
A reputation list binds SSPs to attributes. For the sake
of simplicity, we assume that each reputation list refers to a
specific service s and contains pairs of the form (psd , attr ),
where psd is a pseudonym for service s and attr is an
attribute. We could easily support lists referring to several
services and binding pseudonyms to several attributes, but
this would significantly complicate the presentation without
adding any theoretically interesting insight.
The function mkLM takes as input a pseudonym psd , an
attribute attr , and a reputation list `, and it returns a proof
of (psd , attr ) ∈ `. The function mkLNM takes as input a
pseudonym psd and a reputation list `, and it returns a proof
/ `, where serves as wildcard.
of (psd , ) ∈
The function mkREL takes as input a formula describing
an arithmetic relation between attributes and returns the
corresponding proof. We support arithmetic relations of the
form b op b0 , with op ∈ {>, ≥, <, ≤, =, 6=}.
Example 5. We maintain a reputation list for each service (i.e., doctor specialization). This list contains the
pseudonyms of the patients uploading offensive comments in
the associated service. In order to prevent such patients from
further participating in evaluation procedures, we require
patients to prove that their pseudonyms have not been
included in any of such lists. We show below how to extend
the proof from Example 4. For simplicity, we focus on just
one reputation list x` for the service xDentist , since the
extension to multiple subjects is straightforward.
···
let pf 0ssp = mkSSP yPat xDentist ;
let s0 = extractForm pf 0ssp ;
match s0 with SSP(xPat , xDentist , x0psd ) →
let pf∈/ = mkLNM x0psd x` ;
let pf 0∧ = mk∧ (mk∧ pf ∧ pf 0ssp ) pf ∈/ ;

∃wPat , wdate , wresults , wpsd 0 .
 xDoc says Visit(wPat , wdate , wresults )

 ∧ wPat says Rating(xopinion )
let pf 0 = hide pf 0∧ 
 ∧ SSP(wPat , xInternist , xpsd )
 ∧ SSP(wPat , xDentist , w 0 )
psd
∧ (wpsd 0 , ) ∈
/ x`
...





;



The patient pseudonym for xDentist is existentially quantified, which makes patient evaluations unlinkable across
different doctor specializations.
Finally, we remark that a user can in principle obtain multiple pseudonyms for a service if she registers several user
identifiers with the corresponding provider. Notice, however,

that the registration phase is not anonymous (see Example 1)
and the service provider has to willingly register users
multiple times.
E. Identity Escrow
In some scenarios, it is desirable to have a mechanism
to reveal the identity of misbehaving users, e.g., if the
user severely violated certain regulations or if she even
committed a crime. We can achieve that in our framework
by means of an identity escrow mechanism.
The user initially contacts the trusted third party EA
acting as an escrow agent, which provides the user with a
proof of the predicate EA says EscrowId(uidpub , r), where
uidpub is the public identifier of the user and r is a number
chosen by EA to identify the user.
The user creates an escrow proof by means of the
mkIDRev function. This function takes as input the proof
received from EA and the service, and it returns a
proof of the predicate EscrowInfo(r, s, idr ), where idr
is the user’s escrow identifier for the service s. Given
idr and s, EA and only EA can extract the identity of the user. Thus, the user has simply to send a
proof of ∃xuidpub , xr . EA says EscrowId(xuidpub , xr ) ∧
EscrowInfo(xr , s, idr ) to the service provider, which hides
the user’s identity and the value r. Since, similarly to
pseudonyms, the escrow identifiers of a user are unlinkable
across different services, the identity escrow protocol preserves the inter-service unlinkability of user actions.
We stress that requiring a user action to enable the identity
escrow service is an intentional feature of the API: the user
has to give her explicit consent to engage in a service in
which her anonymity might in principle be compromised.
Example 6. We show below how to extend the proof from
Example 5, assuming that pf EA is the proof that the patient
previously received from the rating platform acting as an
escrow agent.
···
let pf escrow = mkIDRev pf EA xInternist ;
let s00 = extractForm pf escrow ;
match s00 with EscrowInfo(xr , xInternist , xidr ) →
let pf 00∧ = mk∧ pf 0∧ pf escrow ;

 ∃w , w
Pat
date , wresults , wpsd 0 , wr .
 xDoc says Visit(wPat , wdate , wresults ) 

 ∧ wPat says Rating(xopinion )




∧ SSP(wPat , xInternist , xpsd )
;
let pf 0 = hide pf 00∧ 

 ∧ SSP(wPat , xDentist , wpsd 0 )



 ∧ (wpsd 0 , ) ∈
/ x`


∧ EscrowId(wPat , wr )
∧ EscrowInfo(wr , xInternist , xidr )
...

F. Open-endedness
We finally remark that our API is well-suited for the
development of open-ended systems, i.e., systems that can be
extended with services sharing resources and interoperating
with each other.

Example 7. We introduce an online pharmacy service (e.g.,
Medco [19]) that delivers medicines on request. To this end,
the patient appends the order to the doctor’s attestation of
her visit, hiding the doctor’s identity. Formally, she sends a
validity proof of the following formula to the pharmacy:
∃wDoc , wPI Doc .
xHosp says IsDoc(wDoc , wPI Doc ) ∧
wDoc says Visit(xPat , xdate , xresults ) ∧
xPat says Buy(medicine)
III. C RYPTOGRAPHIC R EALIZATION
Developing a cryptographic realization of the API described in Section II is a challenging task. Following prior
work [13], our cryptographic realization builds on digital
signatures and zero-knowledge proofs.
We cryptographically implement private user identifiers
as handles to the corresponding signing keys. The keys
themselves are not accessible by the interface and, thus,
are invisible to the programmer. In particular, programmers
cannot accidentally leak signing keys. The storage medium
for the signing key is chosen depending on the security
requirements: signing keys can be stored in files protected
by the operating system or, to achieve better security guarantees, in cryptographic devices capable of computing digital
signatures (e.g., cryptographic coprocessors [20], [21]).
Public user identifiers are realized as verification keys
and we rely on a public-key infrastructure (PKI) to bind
users to their key; Section II implements a decentralized PKI
that resembles webs of trust where the hospital vouches for
the doctor, who in turn vouches for the user. A proof for
the predicate ∃x. B says Auth(x) ∧ x says Access(r) is
implemented as a non-interactive zero-knowledge proof of
knowledge1 of two signatures such that the former is on (the
bit-string encoding of) the predicate Auth(α) and verifies
with B ’s verification key, while the latter is on the predicate
Access(r) and verifies with some value α. The verification
key α (and the signature) is not revealed by the proof, thus
achieving the anonymity of the requester.
Specifically, we adopt the automorphic signature scheme
by Abe et al. [8] and the Groth-Sahai zero-knowledge proof
scheme [9]. The former allows for signing verification keys
without any extra encoding, which is crucial to realize
efficient zero-knowledge proofs of predicates of the form
∃x. B says Auth(x) ∧ x says Access(r), where the hidden
verification key is both signed and used to verify a signature.
The latter provides malleable zero-knowledge proofs, i.e.,
proofs that can be transformed to hide some of the witnesses,
1 A zero-knowledge proof combines two seemingly contradictory properties. First, it is a proof of a statement that cannot be forged. Second, a
zero-knowledge proof does not reveal any information besides the bare fact
that the statement is valid [22]. A non-interactive zero-knowledge proof is
a zero-knowledge protocol consisting of one message sent by the prover
to the verifier. A zero-knowledge proof of knowledge additionally ensures
that the prover knows the witnesses to the given statement.

combined in conjunctive form, and so on. In order to achieve
the other security properties supported by our API, we
develop new cryptographic realizations of service-specific
pseudonyms and of the identity escrow protocol that are
fully compatible with the Groth-Sahai proof scheme.
In the following, we detail the cryptographic constructions
used in the implementation of our API.
A. Cryptographic Realization of API Methods
Bilinear map. All cryptographic primitives rely on elliptic
curves with an asymmetric bilinear map e : G1 ×G2 → GT ,
which we instantiate with MNT curves [23]. Here and
throughout the rest of the paper, we let G and H denote
the distinguished generators of G1 and G2 , respectively.
Furthermore, we let p denote a large prime, calligraphic
uppercase letters denote elliptic curve elements, lowercase
letters denote elements from Zp .
Commitments. Commitments are an essential building
block for the Groth-Sahai zero-knowledge proof scheme.
Intuitively, a commitment is the digital equivalent of a
message in a closed envelope lying on top of a table. The
creator of the message cannot change it and no one can look
inside until it is opened.
More formally, a principal commits to a value x by
applying the randomized commitment function to obtain a
commitment Cx on x along with the so-called opening information O. Opening Cx requires the opening information O,
and Cx itself. We use ElGamal encryptions as commitments,
since they yield zero-knowledge proofs of knowledge with
the Groth-Sahai proof system [9]. Throughout the remainder
of this paper, we let Cx denote a commitment to value x
and JCK the value committed to in C.

Groth-Sahai zero-knowledge proof scheme. We deploy
the Groth-Sahai proof system [9] since it is a highly flexible
and general scheme. Groth-Sahai proofs are non-interactive
zero-knowledge proofs of knowledge, which capture relations among committed values that involve elliptic curve
operations and bilinear map applications. For instance, the
equation JCx K·JCG K = JCH K states that the value committed
to in Cx multiplied by the value committed to in CG equals
the value committed to in CH , where c· V denotes the scalar
multiplication of c by V. In general, Groth-Sahai proofs
fulfill only the weaker notion of witness-indistinguishability.
Our equations, however, are of a special form for which
Groth-Sahai proofs are also zero-knowledge.
A Groth-Sahai proof on its own solely states that some
values contained inside commitments satisfy a given set of
equations. The expressive power of the Groth-Sahai scheme
stems from the capability to selectively reveal and hide
values occurring in these equations. For instance, if the proof
for the equation above contains the opening information for
CG and CH , then this proof shows the knowledge of the
discrete logarithm x of H to the basis G, keeping the discrete

logarithm x hidden. Naturally, values can be hidden by
removing the respective opening information from a proof.
The zero-knowledge property ensures that no information
about the hidden witnesses can be learned by the verifier,
which faithfully captures the privacy property expressed by
existential quantification.
Since Groth-Sahai proofs show the validity of a set of
equations, concatenating two proofs shows the validity of the
union of the equations proven by the two individual proofs;
separating the set of proven equations creates two proofs,
each showing the validity of its share of the equations. Realizing a logical disjunction is significantly more challenging
since such a proof must hide which branch is valid. We use
arithmetization techniques [9] but the prover must have all
values appearing in the proof at her disposal. This explains
why function mk∨ succeeds only if the proof passed as
input has not previously been processed by function hide
(see Section II-A). Finally, we mention that the Groth-Sahai
scheme relies on a common reference string (CRS). We
assume a global, trustworthy CRS. Such a CRS can be
created by a TTP or by a distributed community effort, e.g.,
using secure multiparty computation schemes.
Automorphic signature scheme. We use the automorphic
digital signature scheme proposed by Abe et al. [8]. This
scheme is highly efficient and allows us to sign verification
keys without encoding them. As previously mentioned, this
is crucial to obtain efficient zero-knowledge proofs.
A verification key is of the form vk = x · G, where x
is the signing key corresponding to vk and G is the public
generator of G1 (see the description of bilinear maps above).
Furthermore, the scheme is fully compatible with the GrothSahai proof system: we write
ver(JCsig K, JCm K, JCvk K)
to denote a zero-knowledge proof showing that the value
committed to in Csig is a signature on the value committed
to in Cm , which can be verified using the verification key
committed to in Cvk [8]. This proof realizes a proof for the
formula JCvk K says JCm K and can be fine-tuned to open any
of these commitments, revealing the respective values.
The digital signature scheme by Abe et al. is existentially
unforgeable under chosen-message attacks, the standard notion of security for signature schemes. Its security relies
on the q-ADH-SDH assumption [8] and the AWF-CDH
assumption. The AWF-CDH assumption is implied by the
SXDH assumption (see [8], Lemma 1).
Service-specific pseudonyms. Service-specific pseudonyms
are a new cryptographic primitive that is compatible with
the Groth-Sahai proof scheme. An SSP is computed from
a service description S and a signing key. More precisely,
the owner of verification key vk = x · G computes her
pseudonym psd for the service S as follows: psd := x · S
where S := h(S). The hash function maps arbitrary strings

directly into G1 (e.g., using Icart’s technique [24]), i.e., the
discrete logarithm of S to the basis G is unknown. The
zero-knowledge proof for service-specific pseudonyms then
shows the validity of the two equations
JCx K · JCG K = JCvk K ∧ JCx K · JCS K = JCpsd K.
The left conjunct shows the well-formedness of the verification key. The right conjunct computes the service-specific
pseudonym in zero-knowledge, using the commitment for
the signing key. This proof shows the validity of the formula
SSP(psd , vk , S). We stipulate that this proof always keeps
the signing key x hidden and always reveals G. In a proof
comprising more than one pseudonym, the left conjunct
needs to be shown only once since it is the same for all
of the user’s pseudonyms.
Proving binary relations. Proving binary relations in zeroknowledge is a well-studied problem and several approaches
that are compatible with the Groth-Sahai zero-knowledge
proof scheme exist. Proofs of equality are natively supported
by the Groth-Sahai proof system and inequality proofs are
well known (see, e.g., [25], §4.6). Respectively, we denote
these proofs by
JCK = JDK and JCK 6= JDK.

For arithmetic relations op ∈ {<, ≤, ≥, >}, we follow
the approach proposed by Meiklejohn [26] to implement the
zero-knowledge proofs JCs1 K op JCs2 K.
/ L,
Proving list non-membership. For proving (psd , ) ∈
given a list L = (psd 1 , attr 1 ), . . . , (psd ` , attr ` ), we show
that psd is different from all pseudonyms in L:
SSP(JCx K, JCvk K, JCS K) = JCpsd K
V`
∧ i=1 JCpsd K 6= JCpsd i K.
Proving list membership. The proof of list membership
assumes signatures sign(psd i , attr i , tag) on each of the
individual list elements (psd i , attr i ), where tag uniquely
identifies the list L. We exploit this particular list representation to make the list membership proof independent
of the list size: we show the existence of a signature that
belongs to the list without revealing the signature itself nor
the pseudonym it signs. This construction closely resembles
the signature-based set membership proof by Camenisch et
al. [27], which we extend in order to prove statements of the
form (x, ) ∈ L as opposed to x ∈ L. Specifically, a proof
for (psd , attr ) ∈ L shows the validity of the formula
ver(JCs K, (JCpsd K, JCattr K, JCtag K), JCvk K).
We stipulate that this proof always reveals the tag tag to
show that the (psd , attr ) pair indeed belongs to the list L.
As reputation lists are dynamic objects that change over
time, one has to be careful in the choice of the tag
uniquely identifying the list. Therefore, we propose to use
a combination of a list description and an epoch number

as tags. For instance, the list for a service S would be
tagged “List for service S, epoch 2” for the second epoch.
Thus, adding elements does not require any re-signing,
since only the newly added entries must be signed. Only
removing elements causes an increase of the epoch number
and requires the list administrator to re-sign all elements.
Identity escrow. The identity escrow proof exploits the idea
of the service-specific pseudonyms. Since SSPs are designed
to protect the identity of the users, however, we have to
modify the protocol and add an extra piece of information
to enable an escrow agent EA to reveal the user’s identity.
More precisely, the user obtains from the EA a random value
t and a signature s := sign(R)sk EA on the escrow value
R := t · vk where vk is the user’s verification key. We use
this value to compute the escrow information idr := t·S for
service S. The user has to prove the following statement:
ver(JCs K, JCR K, JCvk EA K)
∧ JCt K · JCvk K = JCR K
∧ JCt K · JCS K = JCidr K.

We stipulate that t is never revealed. Hiding r in the API
translates into hiding R.
Akin to SSPs, this proof does not reveal the identity of
the user. The EA, however, knows all the random valueuser pairs, in our case t and vk . If the EA is informed of
a cogent reason to reveal the identity of the user associated
with the escrow information idr for service S, the EA
can successively try all stored random values t0 to check
whether t0 · S = idr ; eventually, t0 = t and the user is
identified. Notice that SMPC (e.g., [28]) schemes can be
used to decrease the trust put into third parties.
IV. C RYPTOGRAPHIC P ROOFS
This section states the security results for the cryptographic primitives we developed in this work. The proofs
are presented in the long version [11].
Service-specific pseudonyms. We state the three main
properties of service-specific pseudonyms: uniqueness,
anonymity, and unlinkability across services. In the following, we assume that the hash function h is a random
oracle, i.e., a truly random function that answers queries
consistently with previous answers.
Theorem 1 (Uniqueness of SSPs). In the random oracle
model, service-specific pseudonyms are unique, i.e., the
following statements hold with overwhelming probability:
1) for any service S and two honestly-generated verification keys vk 1 := xG and vk 2 := yG, xS =
6 yS;
2) for any verification key vk := xG and service S, xS is
a unique value;
3) for any two different service descriptions S1 and S2 and
verification key vk := xG, x · h(S1 ) 6= x · h(S2 ).
The following theorems rely on the standard decisional Diffie-Hellman (DDH) assumption. Intuitively, the

anonymity theorem states that given a set of candidate
verification keys, a set of services, and a set of SSPs
that all originated from one single verification key, it is
computationally infeasible to decide which of the candidate
verification keys was used to compute the pseudonyms. For
instance, even knowing that several pseudonyms belong to
the same user does not allow for identifying that user.
Theorem 2 (Anonymity for SSPs). In the random oracle
model and under the DDH assumption for G1 , given a
sequence of k services (S1 , . . . , Sk ) and k corresponding
service-specific pseudonyms (psd 1 := xS1 , . . . , psd k :=
xSk ), and a set {vk 1 , . . . , vk m } of m verification keys, it is
computationally infeasible to decide which vk i is associated
with psd 1 , . . . , psd k (i.e., which vk i = xG).
Intuitively, the next theorem states that it is computationally infeasible to determine whether two pseudonyms belong
to the same user or not.
Theorem 3 (Pseudonym-based Unlinkability across Services). In the random oracle model and under the DDH
assumption, service-specific pseudonyms provide unlinkability across services, i.e., given a verification key vk := xG,
an associated pseudonym psd 1 := xS1 for service S1 , and a
pseudonym psd 2 for service S2 6= S1 , it is computationally
infeasible to decide whether psd 2 = xS2 , (i.e., to decide
whether the two pseudonyms belong to the same user).
Identity escrow. The uniqueness, the anonymity, and the
unlinkability results for escrow identifiers are similar to
those for SSPs. We give all details in the long version [11].
V. S TATIC A NALYSIS OF AUTHORIZATION P OLICIES
This section formally proves that the cryptographic implementation enforces the authorization policies specified by the
programmer. This is of paramount importance in our setting
to make sure that the malleability of zero-knowledge proofs
does not constitute an attack surface. Intuitively, we aim
at showing that whenever a principal successfully verifies
a validity proof for formula F , then F holds true. First,
we formally define what it means for a logical formula to
hold true (Section V-A). We then show how to symbolically encode the semantics of malleable zero-knowledge
proofs (Section V-B). This encoding allows us to leverage a
state-of-the-art type checker to verify the implementation of
our API (Section V-C). We obtain security by construction
guarantees, i.e., using the API suffices to enforce the desired
authorization policies (Section V-D).
A. Authorization Policies
Following a well-established methodology for the specification and static analysis of authorization policies in a
distributed setting, we decorate the code with assumptions
and assertions [10]: assumptions introduce logical formulas
which are assumed to hold at a given point, while assertions

specify logical formulas which are expected to follow from
the previously introduced (i.e., active) assumptions.
Authorization policies (e.g., equation (1)) are explicitly
assumed in the system. Furthermore, we place an assumption
within the implementation of the mkSays method, reflecting
the intention of the user to introduce a new logical formula
in the system: for instance, executing the mkSays method
on line 6 of Example 2 introduces an assumption of the
form assume xPat says Eval(xopinion ). Finally, assertions
are placed immediately after each call to the verify method:
for instance, the call to the verify method on line 4 of
Example 2 is followed by


xHosp says IsDoc(xDoc , xPI Doc ) ∧
assert
xDoc says Visit(xPat , xdate , xresults )
B. Symbolic Cryptography
As usual in the static analysis of cryptographic protocol
implementations, we rely on a symbolic abstraction of
cryptographic primitives that captures their ideal behavior.
Prior work showed how standard cryptographic primitives
such as encryptions and signatures [10] as well as nonmalleable zero-knowledge proofs [29] can be faithfully modeled using a sealing-based technique [30], which is purely
based on standard language constructs. In a nutshell, a seal
comprises two functions: (i ) a sealing function that takes as
input a message, stores this message in a secret list along
with a fresh handle, and returns this handle; (ii ) an unsealing
function that takes as input a handle, scans the secret list in
search for the associated message, and returns that message.
The fundamental insight is that the only way to extract a
sealed value is via the unsealing function. Sealing-based
abstractions of encryptions and signatures have been proven
computationally sound by Backes et al. [31], i.e., security
results verified on these abstractions carry over to the actual
cryptographic implementation.
Previous sealing-based abstractions for non-malleable
zero-knowledge proofs [29] use one seal per proven statement. The sealing and unsealing functions can only be
accessed by the functions to create and verify proofs. Since
the number of proven statements in a protocol is finite in
the non-malleable setting, the number of seals is finite as
well. In a malleable setting, however, this approach yields
an unbounded number of seals since proofs can be arbitrarily
combined. We therefore devise a finite sealing-based library
for malleable zero-knowledge proofs.
We model malleable zero-knowledge proofs using one
seal for the proofs themselves and one seal to model the
commitments used inside zero-knowledge proofs.
The seal for zero-knowledge proofs stores the proven
statement and a random value; the random value corresponds
to the randomness used during the computation of the zeroknowledge proof and the fresh handle corresponds to the
zero-knowledge proof. The sealing and unsealing functions

are only used inside the functions to create and verify zeroknowledge proofs, respectively
The seal for commitments stores in its secret list the committed values and the randomness used in the commitment;
the fresh handle corresponds to the commitment. Only the
sealing function to compute commitments, is public.
The proof creation function takes the formula to be proven
as input (say, a ≤ b), creates the commitments (Ca and Cb ),
and passes the zero-knowledge statement (JCa K ≤ JCb K)
to the sealing function, which outputs the zero-knowledge
proof. The verification function takes as input the proof
along with the zero-knowledge statement, internally opens
the commitments, and executes the zero-knowledge statement on the witnesses to check its validity. The functions to
manipulate zero-knowledge proofs (e.g., splitting of logical
conjunctions) are straightforwardly implemented by using
the sealing and unsealing functions for zero-knowledge
proofs and for commitments.
This is a precise symbolic model of the Groth-Sahai proof
system and, in ongoing work, we are establishing a formal
computational-soundness result for it.
C. Typed Interface
Type systems (and static analysis techniques in general [32], [33], [34]), proved successful in the certification of
formal security guarantees for cryptographic protocols [32],
[35], [36], [37], [38], [39], [40], [41], [42], [43] and implementations thereof [10], [44], [45]. We type-check the
symbolic implementation of our API using F7 [10], a typechecker for authorization policies. This type-checker works
on RCF, a refined and concurrent λ-calculus that can be
used to reason about a large fragment of ML and of Java
by encoding. In F7, the universal type unit describes values
without a security import, i.e., values of type unit can be
passed to and received from the attacker. All types used
in the API interface (see Table I) are encoded as unit.
Signing keys are the only confidential data but, as previously
discussed, they are not exported by the API. The interface
types coincide with the ones shown in Table I, except for the
type of the verify method. This method is given a refinement
type of the form:
verifyF : proof → y : formula →
{z : bool | ∀e
x. y = F ∧ z = true =⇒ F }
Intuitively, a value v has type {x : T | F } if v has type
T and, additionally, the logical formula F {v/x} (i.e., F
where every occurrence of x is replaced by v) is entailed
by the active assumptions. The type of verify ensures that
if the returned value z is true and the formula y passed
as input is the ML encoding F of the logical formula
F , then the formula F is entailed at run-time by the
currently active assumptions. In other words, malleable zeroknowledge proofs constitute a sound implementation of our
logic-based data processing API.

Example 8. The verify method on line (s.4) from Example 2
is given the following type:
verify : proof → y : formula →
{z : bool |
∀xHosp , xDoc , xPI Doc , xPat , xdate , xresults .


xHosp says IsDoc(xDoc , xPI Doc ) ∧
y=
∧
xDoc says Visit(xPat , xdate , xresults )
z = true =⇒
xHosp says IsDoc(xDoc , xPI Doc ) ∧
xDoc says Visit(xPat , xdate , xresults )
}
D. Soundness Result
We first formalize the notion of safety for authorization
policies. Intuitively, safety states that assertions never fail at
run-time, even in the presence of an opponent.
Definition 1 (Safety, Opponent, and Robust Safety [10]). A
program P is safe if and only if, in all executions of P , all
assertions are entailed by the current assumptions.
A program B is an opponent if and only if B contains no
assertions and the only type occurring in B is unit.
A program P is robustly safe if and only if the application
B P is safe for all opponents B.
The type system establishes judgments of the form Γ `
P : T for some typing environment Γ, some program P ,
and some type T . Intuitively, Γ tracks the types of variables
in scope. The following theorem ensures that well-typed
programs are robustly safe.
Theorem 4 (Safety by Typing [10]). If ∅ ` P : T , then P
is safe. If ∅ ` P : unit, then P is robustly safe.
Finally, our soundness theorem states that if a program is
well-typed against the API interface ΓAPI , then it is robustly
safe when linked to the API implementation PAPI .
Theorem 5 (Soundness). If ΓAPI ` P : unit, then PAPI ; P
is robustly safe.
Notice that Theorem 5 only applies to well-typed programs P . In the following, we formally demonstrate that
our soundness result depends only on the well-typing of the
API implementation and not on the program using the API.
This result is based on the opponent typability
lemma [10], which says that all opponents are well-typed.
Opponent typability captures our intuition that programs are
safe if they only use values that can be sent to and received
from the attacker, i.e., of type unit. In our case, the only
values whose type is different from unit are signing keys and
the refined verification function. As discussed above, signing
keys are concealed inside the API and accessible only via
a public handle; in the symbolic library, they are stored
in a secret reference. We construct a verification wrapper
function verify0F . This function executes the corresponding

assertion if the refined verification function verifyF returns
true. We proved that ΓAPI ` verify0F : unit. Furthermore,
as previously mentioned, all types except for verifyF in
ΓAPI are encoded as unit. We can then define a variant of
our typed API, named Γ0API , in which the verifyF method
0
is replaced by verify0F . We call PAPI
the corresponding
implementation. Γ0API is refinement-free and only exports
unit types: we prove the following theorem, which says
that user programs linked to Γ0API are robustly safe.
Theorem 6 (Security by Construction). Let
assertion-free program such that unit is the
occurring therein and fnfv (P ) ⊆ Γ0API (i.e., P
functions exported by Γ0API ). Then Γ0API ` P :
0
PAPI
; P is robustly safe.

P be an
only type
only uses
unit, i.e.,

In other words, the programmer does not have to typecheck her code with F7. Instead, the usage of our API
suffices to yield security by construction guarantees.
VI. I MPLEMENTATION IN JAVA
We implemented the API methods as a Java library. We
implemented the data processing primitives described in
Section III in two abstraction layers. The low-level layer
encapsulates the implementation of the cryptographic primitives, namely, automorphic signatures, Groth-Sahai zeroknowledge proofs, and pseudonyms. We rely on the jPBC
library [46] for the bilinear group operations. To the best of
our knowledge, this is the first fully-fledged implementation
of the SXDH instantiation of the Groth-Sahai proof system.
The high-level layer comprises the API methods. In our
tests, we used the standard Java functionality to implement
communication primitives and we use the Tor onion routing
network [47] to implement anonymous channels.
A. Implementation of a Course Evaluation System
In order to demonstrate the expressiveness of our API
both for programmers and for users in the context of web
applications, we implemented a course evaluation system. A
demo is available online [48]. In this demo, users interact
with the system by creating proofs for logical formulas,
which are straightforward to understand and do not require
any knowledge in cryptography.
More precisely, the user can create a user identifier u and pass it to the server. Impersonating a
professor, the server issues a proof for the formula
Prof says Reg(u, “Security2012”) to the user. After importing this proof, the user can evaluate the lecture, create
a service-specific pseudonym for the lecture, and hide her
identity. If desired, the user can also create a list nonmembership proof. The resulting overall proof is uploaded
to the server and if successfully verified by the server listed
in the evaluation board.

VII. E XPERIMENTS
We conduct an experimental evaluation of the Java implementation to demonstrate the feasibility of our approach.
We evaluate our multi-threaded implementation on different MNT curves [23] with various security parameters n,
namely, 112, 128, and 256 bits (NIST recommendations [49]
deem 112 bit security parameters secure until the year 2030).
For MNT curves, the group order p is approximately 22n ,
i.e., for n = 112, G1 has more than 2224 elements.
We measure the proof generation time, proof verification
time, and the proof size for the concrete implementation
of Example 4, SSP proofs, list membership and nonmembership proofs, and the identity escrow protocol. For the
list membership and non-membership proofs, we fix the total
number of list elements to 1000, which we distribute over
various amounts of lists. We evaluate the identity escrow
protocol for various security parameters and we determine
how many escrow identifiers an escrow agent can check per
second. We run our experiments on a computer with an Intel
Xeon E5645 six core processor with 2.4 GHz and hyperthreading, and 4 GB of RAM.
Discussion.
In the following, all quantities refer to a
112 bit security parameter. Figure 1 presents results for
Example 4, which consists of two zero-knowledge proofs of
signatures on message tuples and a pseudonym verification
proof. The generation and the verification take 6 s and 10 s,
respectively, and the proof is 266.4 KB in size. In general,
zero-knowledge proofs of a signature on message tuples have
a complexity linear in the arity of the tuple. For instance,
the construction of proofs for tuples of arity 1, 2, and 3 take
1.28 s, 1.92 s, and 2.61 s, respectively. Proving conjunctions
is very efficient since it is a concatenation of the sub-proofs.
Figure 2 depicts the results for SSP proofs. Proof generation as well as proof verification are highly efficient and
take 76 ms and 67 ms, respectively. The proof size is 2.6 KB.
Figure 3 shows that the list non-membership proof is
practical, even for long lists. We vary the number of lists
since users have to recompute their pseudonym in zeroknowledge for every list. The number of lists, however,
plays only a small role as the proof is dominated by the
computations for the list elements: the proof for one list
with 1000 elements takes 109 s and the proof for 100 lists
with a total of 1000 elements takes 116.5 s. The proof size
varies between 3.2 MB for 1 list and 3.4 MB for 100 lists.
Figure 4 presents the results for the list membership proof.
As expected, the proof for a single list is very efficient as
it is independent of the size of the list. Creating a proof for
many lists, however, is more expensive, since signatures on
message tuples are computationally burdensome. The proof
for one list and 1000 elements takes 3 s and the proof for 100
lists with a total of 1000 elements takes 309.1 s. The proof
size varies between 133 KB for 1 list and 13.3 MB for 100
lists. We believe that these numbers do not undermine the

practicality of our approach: typical users only participate in
a small number of services and therefore are only confronted
with a small number of list membership proofs.
As shown in Figure 5, the identity escrow proof constitutes a small computational burden for the prover and the
verifier: the proof takes 360 ms to generate, requires 350 ms
to verify, and takes 10.8 KB in size. The computation of the
EA consists only of scalar multiplications and equality tests.
These are extremely efficient and the EA can perform more
than 10000 per second on a single core.
VIII. R ELATED W ORK
Although much work has been done to develop cryptographic protocols that achieve some of the security properties discussed in this paper, none of them can be seen
as an off-the-shelf, general-purpose tool for the design of
distributed systems: either, they put restrictions or assumptions on the structure of the system (e.g., the presence of a
TTP or shared secret information), they hamper the system
performance (e.g., by requiring additional setup phases or
more interactions), they cannot be composed with other
protocols to achieve a wider range of security properties,
or they do not allow for the extension of the system with
new components (open-endedness) and the sharing of data
among them (interoperability). In the following, we discuss
the cryptographic schemes most closely related to our work.
Security-oriented, declarative languages. The seminal
works by Abadi et al. [50], [51] on access control in
distributed systems paved the way for the development of
a number of authorization logics and languages [14], [15],
[16], [52], [53], which all rely on digital signatures to implement logical formulas based on the says modality. Maffei
and Pecina extended this line of research with the concept
of privacy-aware proof carrying authorization [18], showing
how to cryptographically realize existential quantification by
zero-knowledge proofs.
Building on that work, Backes et al. [13] have devised
a framework for automatically deriving cryptographic implementations from a logic-based declarative specification
language derived from evidential DKAL [12]. In their
work, the programmer has to supply a logical derivation
that is compiled piece by piece into executable code. In
our framework, the high-level declarative API is directly
embedded into the programming language, which allows
programmers to devise systems without switching to an
external logic-based language and to conveniently access
the data exchanged in the protocol. Furthermore, besides
authorization and privacy, our framework supports controlled
linkability, accountability, and identity escrow.
G2C [54] is a goal-driven specification language for
distributed applications capable of expressing secrecy, access
control, and anonymity properties. These properties are
enforced using broadcast encryption schemes and group
signatures and the cryptographic details are automatically

generated by a compiler. This compiler generates cryptographic protocol descriptions as opposed to executable
implementations. Furthermore, the protocols are not openended and extending them often requires the re-generation
of the whole system from scratch.
Pseudonyms.
Chaum [55] initiated the research on
pseudonyms and since then many schemes have been introduced (e.g., [56], [57], [7], [58], [59], [60], [61], [62],
[63]). Many schemes do not consider the notion of service
(e.g., [57], [7], [59], [56]), or incorporate a compulsory
trusted third party (e.g., [61], [62]), or do not enforce the
uniqueness property (e.g., [57], [7], [59]), or do not support
any form of authorization policy unless the pseudonym
owner is fully disclosed (e.g., [56]).
Martucci et al. [58] use a TTP only to register the real
identity. Upon that, users generate pseudonyms on their own
using a non-interactive publicly verifiable variant of a special
signature scheme and then self-certify them by means of
anonymous credentials and group signatures. A pseudonym
is unique within a given context and a user is linkable
for actions performed within this context. The compulsory
presence of a trusted third party is a fundamental difference
from the pseudonym system considered in the present paper,
in which the presence of a TTP is optional and only needed
to reveal the identity of misbehaving users.
Brands et al. [63] use a central authority to register users
in a system: they receive a fixed number of pseudonyms that
are used to register with a service provider, one pseudonym
for every available service. Should a user misbehave, she can
be completely revoked from the system but identity escrow
is not possible. The central authority, the fixed number of
services, and the absence of an identity escrow protocol
significantly differentiate their work from ours.
Anonymous credential systems. We compare our work to
the line of research on anonymous credential systems that
support anonymous and delegatable authentication. All the
following protocols, apart from the scheme by Belenkiy et
al. [64], rely on Σ-protocols and, as a consequence lack the
flexibility to selectively hide individual parts of the proven
statement. This limitation is prohibitive for the design of
open-ended systems. For instance, the protocol in Example 7
cannot be implemented using Σ-protocols, since it requires
the hiding of the doctor’s identity and parts of the signed
message from a given proof. Our work instead relies on the
Groth-Sahai zero-knowledge proof system that is flexible
and general enough to selectively hide and reveal any given
part of the proven statement. Furthermore, our work supports
an optional TTP-based identity-escrow functionality, which
is offered by neither of the systems mentioned below.
The direct anonymous attestation (DAA) protocol [65] offers a pseudonymous-attestation functionality, which allows
users to authenticate their trusted platform module (TPM)
with a service provider using a pseudonym, derived from

the TPM’s secret value (chosen by an external party) and
a base value chosen by the resource provider, yielding the
notion of service. The TPM’s secret value is signed by a
third party, called the issuer. In this work, we do not require
trusted hardware and a trusted third party is only needed if
identity escrow is desired.
Service-specific pseudonyms coincide with the concept of domain pseudonyms from Identity Mixer cryptographic library (idemix) [66], scope-exclusive pseudonyms
from the attributed-based credentials for trust project
(ABC4Trust) [67], and pseudonyms used in U-Prove [68].
The flexibility of our cryptographic setup based on GrothSahai proofs and the identity escrow protocol are the most
prominent differences.
From the recently-proposed Nymble systems (e.g., [69],
[70], [71]), BLACR [71] is the more expressive and efficient. In BLACR, users generate fresh private keys that
get authenticated by a group manager. Users use their keys
to generate tickets that are revealed to service providers.
Service providers can blacklist or whitelist these tickets and
assign scores to them. Users traverse all lists, adding up the
scores in zero-knowledge and revealing the final result to
the service provider who can use this result to allow or deny
access. The complexity of such proofs is linear in the size
and number of lists. For monotonically increasing lists, the
user can ask the service provider for a token certifying her
reputation for the current list, allowing the user to prove her
reputation only for the subsequent part of the list for future
requests. In our framework, every membership proof is independent of the list size (see Section III) and our construction
is fully distributed, does not involve any group manager, and
supports a much larger class of authorization policies, which
may depend on (possibly anonymous) certificates released
by any party of the system.
The delegatable anonymous credential scheme by Belenkiy et al. [64] is based on the Groth-Sahai proof system.
There, a root authority issues anonymous credentials that
can further be delegated. Delegatable credentials indicate the
root authority and they reveal how often they have been
delegated. For instance, in Example 1, the doctor has a
level-1 credential and the patient has a level-2 credential,
both rooted at the hospital. Although based on Groth-Sahai
proofs, their scheme is not open-ended because the root is
unalterably anchored in every credential and proofs originating from different root authorities cannot be combined.
Additionally, it is not possible to change the root authority
without re-issuing all delegated credentials, e.g., when the
doctor switches to another hospital.
Accumulators. Accumulators store an arbitrary number of
values and are generally equipped with efficient membership
and non-membership proofs, i.e., proofs of whether a value
is stored in an accumulator or not. While accumulators seem
to be ideal for implementing our reputation lists, incorpo-

rating them into our existing framework requires encoding
pseudonyms into a special form that is compatible with the
accumulator. Proving this encoding in zero-knowledge, however, makes the overall protocol very inefficient, outweighing
the gains of accumulators over our reputation lists.
IX. C ONCLUSION AND F UTURE W ORK
We presented a framework for the declarative design of
distributed systems, which supports a wide range of security
properties, including authorization policies, privacy, controlled linkability, and accountability. The core component
of the framework is an API that exports primitives for
data processing. The programming abstraction represents
the information known to principals as logical formulas
and the messages exchanged by parties as validity proofs
for logical formulas. The cryptographic implementation relies on a powerful combination of digital signatures, noninteractive zero-knowledge proofs of knowledge, servicespecific pseudonyms, and reputation lists. Our framework
constitutes an ideal plugin for proof-carrying authorization
infrastructures [15], [16], [72], [18], [13].
We showed how to leverage an existing security type
system for ML to statically enforce authorization policies
in declarative specifications and we have proven that these
policies are enforced by the cryptographic implementation.
We also proved the security of the cryptographic constructions introduced in this paper (namely, service-specific
pseudonyms and the identity escrow protocol).
We are currently exploring the design of an accumulator
scheme compatible with our framework in order to make
the complexity of the non-membership proof independent
of the list length. Concerning the implementation of our
cryptographic library, we plan to integrate several optimizations, including batch verification techniques, which may
speed up the verification of zero-knowledge proofs by up
to 90% [73]. Finally, we plan to extend our framework in a
number of directions: for instance, we would like to develop
primitives to share and process distributed data structures,
yet preserving the privacy of sensitive information. This
could be achieved by a combination of homomorphic encryptions and secure multiparty computations. It would also
be interesting to introduce designated verifier proofs in the
cryptographic implementation and to extend the logic with a
belief predicate in order to confine the validity of a formula
to a specific individual.
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Figure 1: The results for the example in Example 4.
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Figure 2: The results for the computation of a service-specific pseudonym.
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Figure 3: The results for the non-membership proof for ` lists, a total number of 1000 elements distributed over the lists,
and a security parameter of n = 112 bits.
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Figure 4: The results for the membership proof for ` lists, a total number of 1000 elements distributed over the lists, and a
security parameter of n = 112 bits.
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